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Student Leadership  
The Student Leadership team at GSA have had another brilliant term, with so many students involved in 
various areas across the Academy.  The Student Union Presidents and the Head Team have continued to 
meet with Mr. Price on a monthly basis to discuss any ideas/concerns, and this time is valued greatly, with 
many points being reviewed and worked on to ensure excellent communication between staff and students 
is upheld.   

 

 

 
 

  

 

The leadership in Post 16 is developing every day, and all students 
involved are brilliant role models. The SU have continued to work 
tirelessly, meeting weekly to work on various projects. They have 
run an extremely successful ‘wobble week’ this term whereby the 
week was dedicated to ensuring students were able to take part in 
activities to reduce stress surrounding exams. They are also a 
fantastic help at all Academy events are very motivated to 
implement new ideas.   
The House Captains have further had a very successful term. They 
have delivered their first house assembly on teamwork, which 
engaged all students and staff, and have worked hard to increase 
participation at inter-house competitions, which have included 
Trampolining, Dodgeball and an English poetry competition this 
term. 
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The student voice has been particularly strong this term, with students offering some fantastic viewpoints. 
Year 7 in-particular have been the forefront of new, innovative ideas and are looking to implement them in 
the coming terms. Year 8 have made some fantastic progress in creating a new logo design and slogan for 
our canteen and are working very hard to collate final ideas before presenting the proposal, they have also 
been working with some members of the Student Union in Post 16 to look at other artwork that could be 
displayed in the canteen.  

Year 9 have been a continued presence around the 
Academy, sharing their first aid knowledge learnt in the 
previous term. They will continue their remainder of 
primary school sessions over the next year and are 
planning sessions to deliver to others in the Academy. 
Year 10, alongside student voice have been helping 
construct some ideas of an environmental project that 
they would like to lead for the Academy, again, working 
with members of the Student Union. 

The year 11 prefect team have also gained the RLSS 
Life Support qualification this term. They all engaged 
brilliantly with the course, and have shown great 
enthusiasm in sharing their first aid knowledge with the 
rest of their year group and other students and staff. 

 

 
 
 

 

Three Year 9 students also conducted an excellent interview with Mr. 
and Mrs. Murray (founders of Ormiston Trust) this term, whereby 
they were able to ask personalised questions and gain a real insight 
into the views of why they started the trust, and how they have 
developed their careers. The full interview has been published and 
can be found here: 

The student leadership team are still working hard remotely to plan 
ideas for the return to the Academy and how they can carry out 
various leadership tasks from home. 
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